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 ❚ It’s the ultimate First Person View racing drone — 
just add a 5-channel radio and your choice of monitor 
or goggles! 

 ❚ See your flights in real time with the 200mW 5.8GHz 
Raceband video transmitter

 ❚ Four 2280kV brushless motors and four high-
frequency ESCs with OneShot 125 programming 
provide the speed and agility for FPV racing

 ❚ Add a micro memory card to store, edit and upload 
high-quality action videos from the on-board 600TVL 
FPV camera

 ❚ Includes a 3S LiPo battery, AA batteries and spare 
props — just add a 5-channel radio and your choice 
of monitor or goggles!

RISE0201 Vusion 250 FPV-Ready Racing Drone
Rotor Diameter: 250 mm (9.8 in)
Height: 110 mm (4.3 in)
RTF Weight: 502 g (1.1 lb)
Requires: 5+ channel radio, 5.8GHZ monitor or goggles, 
LiPo balancing charger

™

IMPRESSIVELY EQUIPPED 
FOR EDGE-OF-YOUR-SEAT FPV

F P V-READY RACING DRONE

™

Long story short...

From the Experts:
 It’s the first — and only — injection-molded 250-sized 
racing drone with all essential FPV components seamlessly 
integrated! The Vusion 250 is the easiest and best way to 
experience the thrills of competing head-to-head with other 
drones while tackling the challenges of the race course — all 
with a pilot’s-eye view!

Take multirotor flying to the next level 
— racing AND recording — with the FPV 
camera-equipped Vusion 250 FPV-Ready 
Racing Drone! 

Advanced 5.8GHz technology lets you view 
your flights clearly and with no latency. The 
eight specially-reserved Raceband channels are 
optimized for pro FPV racing.

Injection-molded construction makes the Vusion 
250 tough enough to bounce back from most 
crashes. Its state-of-the-art modular design 
means the arms can be easily replaced to get you 
back in the air ASAP.

HAM license required for 200mW transmitter use within 
the United States. See explore-rise.com for details.

GET YOUR RADIO AND GO!
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 ❚ Three flight modes make it easy for anyone to 
enjoy indoor FPV 

 ❚ Compatible with virtually all FPV goggles 
and monitors on the market — just add the 
5-channel SLT radio and goggles or monitor of 
your choice 

 ❚ Includes a 600TVL camera and 25mW 
40-channel 5.8GHz video transmitter 

 ❚ Long-lasting 1S 3.7V 650mAh LiPo battery 
delivers 6-8 minutes of flight time

 ❚ The stylish black Vusion House Racer is 
available in limited quantities — get yours 
today and compete against other House Racers 
for bragging rights!

INDOOR FLYING EXCITEMENT AWAITS!

RISE0209 Vusion House Racer 125 Indoor FPV-Ready Drone 
Black Limited Edition
RISE0208 Vusion House Racer 125 Indoor FPV Ready Drone
Rotor Diameter: 125 mm (4.9 in)
FPV-Ready versions require: 5+ channel SLT radio, goggles
or monitor

FPV-Ready Indoor Drone-Black Limited Edition

Shoot and transmit FPV with the camera 
and antenna.Prop guards protect the blades, and extra blades 

are included. A USB charger keeps the LiPo 
battery going strong.

Get everything you need in one box with the            
RTF Race Pack!
The Ready-to-Fly Race Pack comes with a Tactic FPV-
RM2 5.8GHz Monitor, FPV-G1 Goggles and a RISE J2000 
6-channel 2.4GHz SLT radio system with Flip button and 
monitor holder. Nothing else is required!
RISE0207 Vusion House Racer 125 Indoor FPV Race Pack-RTF

Max out your flying fun with the FPV Race               
Gate System!
Turn any room into an FPV flight course instantly! Gates are 
durable, colorful and easy to assemble. System includes (2) 
Ring Gates, (3) Arrows, (1) Checkered Flag Gate, (1) Pylon 
Gate and (2) 3M Command™ Strips for securing gates to 
floors, walls, ceiling, furniture, etc.
3M and Command are registered trademarks of 3M.
RISP0001 RISE House Racer FPV Race Gate System

™

™

™

LIMITED 
EDITION
BLACK

HAM license required for 200mW transmitter use within 
the United States. See explore-rise.com for details.

Long story short...

From the Experts:
See your world in a whole new way with immersive FPV flight! 
Experience what it’s like to race from the pilot’s perspective when you 
add your favorite radio, goggles or LCD monitor to the limited edition 
black Vusion House Racer. The Vusion is one tough little drone, and the 
5.8GHz camera shoots and transmits sharp, real-time video.

Get the FPV-ready Vusion House Racer and enjoy 
indoor flying like you’ve never seen!
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Fly virtually any type of RC aircraft with confidence 
and precision — the 6Kv2 has you covered!

From the Experts:
Version 2.01 of the 6K radio is the ultimate in versatility, with 
even more telemetry functions, S.Bus/S.Bus2 compatibility 
and flight modes for the drones that have become so 
popular. It’s easy to set up, and the included R3001SB 
receiver is state-of-the-art!

Long story short...

®
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If the 21XZ-B Spec. II Ty 110% is good enough 
for champion Ty Tessmann, you can be confident 
installing it in your ride!

From the Experts:
It powered Ty Tessmann to first place in the Nitro Truggy division 
at the ROAR Nats, and it can help put you on the podium, too! The 
Speed 21XZ-B Spec. II boasts lots of improvements that make it a 
real difference-maker for serious buggy and truggy racers. Limited 
quantities of these engines are being produced, so get yours today!

Long story short...

GO WITH TY TESSMANN’S 
TITLE-WINNING POWER PLANT

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Features a 7 mm venturi insert that boosts power 
while reducing fuel consumption

 ❚ The 4 mm lower cooling head lowers the overall 
center of gravity for improved handling

 ❚ Enjoy consistent low idling and excellent mid-
range power with the T-2090SC exhaust pipe with 
90 mm manifold that’s included with OSMG2036

 ❚ The engine alone is a great upgrade for buggies 
and truggies, while the version with pipe offers 
lots of tuning options for truggy racers

®

SPEED 21XZ-B SPEC. II TY 110% OFF-ROAD ENGINE

OSMG2036 Speed 21XZ-B Spec. II Ty 110% 
Off-Road Engine with T-2090SC Pipe

OSMG2037 Speed 21XZ-B Spec. II Ty 
110% Off-Road Engine

Ty’s personal involvement with the Speed 
21XZ-B Spec. II engine is evident.
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NEWPRODUCT

8-Channel Computer Radio w/R3001SB T-FHSS Receiver

THE PERFECT RADIO FOR FPV/
DRONE RACERS

FUTK6111 6Kv2 8-Channel Computer Radio w/R3001SB T-FHSS Receiver

 ❚ S-FHSS/T-FHSS selectable, with flight 
modes for airplanes, helis, gliders and 
multicopter models

 ❚ Programming is super-intuitive with 
the jog dial, +/- pads and end pad

 ❚ Audible alerts and cues make it easy 
to program the variable rate dial for a 
variety of functions

 ❚ Four assignable switches (three 
3-position and one 2-position) offer 
maximum flexibility

 ❚ Other features include 30-model 
memory, a built-in full range 
antenna and backlit LCD screen with 
adjustable contrast

The compact R3001SB receiver is loaded 
with features, including telemetry capability, 
channel mode switching, high voltage and 
dual antenna diversity. It can use up to 18 
channels through its S.Bus and S.Bus2 ports.

Owners of the 6-channel 6K system: visit futabarc.
com and click on the link for a free Version 2.01 
firmware update!
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NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Features two 2.4GHz Ready-To-Fly micro drones with 
game controller-type transmitters

 ❚ Infrared battle system allows for exciting in-flight combat

 ❚ Striking your opponent’s drone with the infrared beam 
causes a “damage” reaction

 ❚ Three hits automatically (and safely) grounds the drone, 
where it can be reset to fly and fight again

 ❚ Auto takeoff, land and hover make piloting these drones 
a breeze

 ❚ Flip button lets you perform mid-air maneuvers

 ❚ Choose from three flight modes to match your skill level

 ❚ Drones are powered by a removable, rechargeable 3.7V 
220mAh LiPo battery; a USB charger is included

WAGE AERIAL WIRELESS 
WARFARE!
MICRO BATTLE DRONE 2.4GHZ SET

Add an element of intense combat to your drone 
flying with the Micro Battle Drone 2.4GHz Set!

From the Experts:
These micro multi-rotors do more than just fly — they battle 
for air supremacy! They’re packed with features, including 
an infrared battle system for the ultimate in fun. And at just 
2.56” across diagonally, they’re small enough so you can 
engage each other anywhere indoors!

Long story short...
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RFNE0100 Micro Battle Drone 2.4GHz Set

Give your 40- or 60-size model more power along 
with more realistic 4-stroke sound when you drop 
in the FSa-56II or FSa-72II engine!

From the Experts:
Mount an FSa-56II or FSa-72II engine in your airplane, and instantly 
benefit from traditional O.S. quality and all of the advantages that 
4-stroke engines have to offer. Those advantages include more 
performance power for sport flyers and more realistic flight for scale 
pilots. On top of that, you’ll enjoy rich, deep sound that will enhance 
your flying experience.

Long story short...

IMPROVING UPON TWO 
PILOT FAVORITES

FSa-72II Ringed 4-Stroke 
Airplane Engine        
w/F-5030 Silencer

FSa-56II Ringed 4-Stroke Airplane 
Engine w/F-4040 Silencer

Displacement: 0.72 cu in (11.79 cc)
Bore: 1.063 in (27 mm)
Stroke: 0.822 in (20.87 mm)
Practical rpm: 2,400-12,500
Output: 1.2 ps/1.18 hp @ 11,000 rpm
Weight w/muffler: 18.7 oz (476 g)

Displacement: 0.569 cu in (9.32 cc)
Bore: 0.945 in (24 mm)
Stroke: 0.811 in (20.6 mm)
Practical rpm: 2,400-13,000
Output: 1.0 ps/0.99 hp @ 10,000 rpm
Weight w/muffler: 16.26 oz (461 g)

OSMG0878 FSa-72II Ringed 4-Stroke 
Airplane Engine w/F-5030 Silencer

OSMG0957 FSa-56II Ringed 4-Stroke 
Airplane Engine w/F-4040 Silencer

NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ The popular FS56-a and FS72-a now feature 
upgrades that make them even better than 
before!

 ❚ Blow-by oil exits through the breather nipple 
on the back plate, for more stable operation

 ❚ Black rocker covers give these versions a more 
impressive appearance

 ❚ You can position the mufflers to achieve the 
ideal fit

 ❚ Both mount with no-modifications in the 
same space as the FS56-a or FS72-a

®
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NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ The Punch design is ideal for loose, 
hard-packed wet and damp clay tracks

 ❚ Go with the Six Pack tread for driving 
on pavement, grass and hard-packed 
dry surfaces

 ❚ All are molded in soft C2 compound

 ❚ Available unmounted or mounted on 
your choice of three stylish wheels — 
foam inserts are included

 ❚ All are sold in pairs, and packaged in 
re-sealable plastic bags

MAX GRIPPING POWER FOR BIG BUGGIES
1/8 Scale Buggy Tires

DTXC3600 Punch Mounted White Dish (2)
DTXC3601 Punch Mounted Black Spoke (2)
DTXC3602 Punch Mounted Black Chrome Spoke (2)
DTXC3603 Six Pack Mounted White Dish (2)
DTXC3604 Six Pack Mounted Black Spoke (2)
DTXC3605 Six Pack Mounted Black Chrome Spoke (2)
DTXC3736 Punch Unmounted (2)
DTXC3738 Six Pack Unmounted (2)

Give your 1/8 scale off-roader a traction and 
handling boost with Duratrax buggy tires!

Long story short...

DTXC3600

DTXC3738
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NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Totally re-designed to be even more reliable under the most 
intense conditions

 ❚ The new 21J3-I carburetor is easy to tune, and comes with 
two restrictors for quick and easy fine-tuning to meet track 
conditions

 ❚ The blue-anodized aluminum cylinder head combines sharp 
looks and superior cooling

 ❚ Upgradeable with high-performance O.S. Speed Parts, so you 
can realize your full winning potential at the highest levels

 ❚ A space-saving, inline tower design with easily 
accessible front ports

 ❚ Charges all popular battery chemistries

 ❚ The 3.2” screen is easy to read

 ❚ Features an integrated six-cell lithium battery balancer

 ❚ Convenient, optional PC control using Hitec’s Charge 
Master software

POWERFUL PERFORMANCE FOR WEEKEND WARRIORS

CHARGE LIKE A PRO WITH THE RDX1!

Speed 21XR-B Version II Buggy Engine

RDX1 Pro Single Channel 100W Charger

1/8 scale buggy competition can be fierce 
— and the 21XR-B Version II engine is an 
invaluable advantage.

The professional-grade RDX1 Pro is the high-tech 
solution for your charging needs!

Long story short...

Long story short...

OSMG2056 Speed 21XR-B Version II Buggy Engine
Displacement: 0.211 cu in (3.46 cc)
Bore: 0.641 in (16.27 mm)
Stroke: 0.661 in (16.80 mm)
Practical rpm: 4,000-40,000
Output @ 33,000 rpm: 2.45 ps/2.42 hp 
Weight: 13.40 oz (380 g)
Includes: P3 turbo plug

44246 HRCP4246 RDX1 Pro Single Channel 100W Charger

®

 ❚ A six-channel receiver that can be used with 
air systems with T-FHSS protocol, but is not 
compatible with telemetry sensors

 ❚ Also has High Voltage capability and throttle 
Fail Safe

 ❚ Included with Futaba’s 6L radio system

TWO NEW RECEIVERS FOR AIR, LAND AND WATER
R3106GF 2.4GHz Receiver

Trust Futaba receivers for the ultimate in security 
and convenience!

Long story short...

FUTL7609 R3106GF 2.4GHz Receiver

R324SBS 2.4GHz Receiver

 ❚ A four-channel receiver designed to be used with 
surface transmitters that feature T-FHSS telemetry

 ❚ Automatically detects the type of servo being used 
and chooses the correct mode (Normal for analog 
servos, or High Speed for digital/BLS servos)

 ❚ Other advantages include S.Bus2 compatibility, High 
Voltage capability and Dual Antenna Diversity

FUTL7687 R324SBS 2.4GHz Receiver

®

®
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NEWPRODUCT

 ❚ Dual inputs offer the convenience of charging at 
home and at the field

 ❚ The innovative power distribution mode lets 
you assign output power based on individual 
battery requirements

 ❚ You also have the capability to distribute power 
to a DC output port to power even more devices

 ❚ Can handle all battery chemistries, with a 250-
watt power supply, internal balancing circuitry 
and 10 charge/discharge profiles

 ❚ A unique Voice Guide function helps you 
program your charger for superior performance

 ❚ Delivers 200 watts of power and up to 20 
amps of charge current in a single case

 ❚ Features a unique BID (Battery 
Identification) System

 ❚ Convenient USB charge sockets let you use 
your smartphone or tablet

 ❚ Temperature, overload and short circuit 
protection for added peace of mind

 ❚ Monitor all functions with the easy-to-read 
graphic screen

THE ULTIMATE IN BATTERY CHARGING FLEXIBILITY

LET THE POWER PEAK E7 PUT YOU IN CHARGE

X2 High Power Multi-Charger

Power Peak E7 Charger

The X2 High Power Multi-Charger makes 
expert charging easy!

Get consistent, peak performance from your 
batteries with the Power Peak E7 Charger!

Long story short...

Long story short...

44266 HRCP4266 X2 High Power Multi-Charger

44265 HRCP4265 Power Peak E7 Charger

JCONCEPTS ’79 FORD F-250 MONSTER TRUCK BODY
Top off your truck with unmistakable style!

 ❚ An officially licensed replica of the iconic Ford pickup truck body

 ❚ Fits a variety of RC monster trucks, including the Clod Buster

 ❚ Features a scale-inspired body, cab and window design, enhanced 
by 1:1 headlight and grille treatment

 ❚ Attachable front and rear bumper accessories add even more detail

 ❚ The body’s 11” wheelbase provides several mounting options for 
standard or extended length chassis

JCONCEPTS REHAB AND OCTOGONS BUGGY TIRES
Give your buggy a boost with JConcepts tire tech!

 ❚ Based on the larger Detox tire design, the ReHab boasts a lower 
tread height that’s ideal for 30-minute mains, and comes in Blue 
(Soft) compound

 ❚ The Octogons is a high-bite slick tire with a lightweight carcass 
that delivers superior performance, and comes in Gold (Indoor 
Soft) compound

 ❚ Both feature inner X-pattern ribbing for extra support, and both 
include Dirt-Tech closed cell inserts to create the perfect combo 
package

 ❚ Sold in pairs

RC4WD METAL HYDRAULIC JACK
A “must-have” accessory for your scale garage.

 ❚ A fully functional jack that lifts your work project up just like the 
real thing

 ❚ Jack is CNC machined, with black and red powder-coated finishes

 ❚ Handle is removable

 ❚ Measures 4.6 inches high and 2.06 inches wide

TEKIN HOTWIRE 3.0 BLUETOOTH ESC PROGRAMMER
Unlock the full potential of your speed control!

 ❚ Connect to Android or iOS devices without touching your 
car, or Windows computers or Android devices using the USB 
connection

 ❚ Provides access to vital info such as data logging, adjustable BEC 
settings and other ESC fine-tuning options

 ❚ Create and share tweaks and entire track/condition profiles with 
other Tekin users

 ❚ Download* new software as it is developed and upload it to   
your ESC

0305 JCOC0305
’79 Ford F-250 
Monster Truck Body

Ford Oval and nameplates are registered trademarks 
owned and licensed by Ford Motor Company.

3174-01 JCOC4010
ReHab 1/8 Scale 
Buggy Tire

Z-S1472 RC4C1472
Metal Hydraulic Jack

3143-05 JCOC4053
Octogons 2.2 Buggy 
2WD Front Tire

*Downloading ESC updates requires PC connection.

TT1452 TEKM1452
HotWire 3.0 Bluetooth 
ESC Programmer
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I sense a great disturbance in the 
Force… as if a million voices cried out, 
all at once, for their new model kits…

Long story short...

From the Experts:
No Star Wars™ collection is complete without the new 
model kits for Episode VIII: The Last Jedi!
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NEWPRODUCT

New Star Wars™ SnapTite® Build & Play™ plastic models for Episode 
VIII: The Last Jedi are coming your way. Celebrate the second 
installment of the new series with this vividly realistic models!

Each is built to look just like it’s been pulled straight out of the film, just 
for you. They’re easy to build, pre-painted, and the final look really does 
speak for itself. 

Plus, with all models equipped with lights and battle action sounds, 
every model immerses you in the action like never before.

Resistance A-wing Fighter™
 ❚ 8+

 ❚ Includes battle ready Pilot 

 ❚ Light Up Engines 

 ❚ Battle action sounds 

 ❚ 25 easy snap together parts, no glue or tools required 

 ❚ Movie detail, decorated parts-no paint required 

 ❚ Includes 3 1.5v LR44 batteries

First Order Heavy Assault At-M6 Walker™
 ❚ 8+

 ❚ Light up Cannon Blaster  

 ❚ Battle action sounds 

 ❚ Full-motion positionable head 

 ❚ Positionable legs and feet 

 ❚ 46 easy snap together parts, no glue or tools required 

 ❚ Movie detail, decorated parts-no paint required 

 ❚ Includes 3 1.5v LR44 batteries

MILLENNIUM FALCON™
 ❚ 8+

 ❚ ALL NEW battle action sounds, from small machine gun fire and 
heavy-duty blasters to a roaring takeoff through hyperspace

 ❚ Lighted Hyper Drive Motivator

 ❚ Retractable landing gear

 ❚ Movable Laser Cannons

 ❚ Positional antenna

 ❚ 19 easy snap together parts, no glue or tools required 

 ❚ Movie detail, decorated parts-no paint required 

 ❚ Includes 3 1.5v LR44 batteries

Kylo Ren’s TIE Fighter™ (TIE Silencer™)
 ❚ 8+

 ❚ Includes Kylo Ren  

 ❚ Light Up Engine 

 ❚ Battle action sounds 

 ❚ 20 easy snap together parts, no glue or tools required 

 ❚ Movie detail, decorated parts-no paint required 

 ❚ Includes 2 1.5v LR44 batteries

Poe’s Boosted X-wing Fighter™
 ❚ 8+

 ❚ ALL NEW takeoff, blaster and BB-8 Astromech Droid sounds

 ❚ Cockpit canopy opens and closes

 ❚ Includes battle ready pilot 

 ❚ Wings open into “Attack” mode

 ❚ Removable, retractable landing gear

 ❚ 21 easy snap together parts, no glue or tools required 

 ❚ Movie detail, decorated parts-no paint required 

 ❚ Includes 3 1.5v LR44 batteries

©&™ Lucasfilm Ltd.      ©2017 Revell, Inc. All rights reserved.

THE FORCE IS STRONG 
WITH REVELL!

RMXS1639

RMXS1647

RMXS1649

RMXS1668

RMXS1671
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Revell® Snaptite® Build and Play™ UNSC 
PELICAN Snap together action model kit 

Revell® Snaptite® Build and Play™ UNSC 
WARTHOG Snap together action model kit 

851766
RMXS1766

851767 
RMXS1767

© 2017 Microsoft Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Microsoft, 343 
Industries, the 343 Industries logo, Halo, the Halo logo, are trademarks 
of the Microsoft group of companies.

Revell® UNSC WARTHOG is the signature fast assault vehicle 
of the United Nations Space Command fitted with a turret-
mounted heavy machine gun. Rugged PVC tires and a fully 
functional suspension system deliver a realistic off-road feel 
and response, the machine gun lights up, and both the machine 
gun and the Warthog engine sound off during battle. The 
Master Chief, Kelly-087 and Frederic-104 figures included in the 
package stand ready for any mission.

 ❚ Ages 8 + 
 ❚ 53 easy Snaptite® pieces, no glue, paint or tools required 
 ❚ Includes 3 build your own figures-Master Chief, Kelly 087 and 

Spartan Fred  
 ❚ Light up Machine gun 
 ❚ Authentic in-game battle action sounds 
 ❚ PVC Rolling Wheels 
 ❚ Working Suspension 
 ❚ Easy to apply stickers 
 ❚ 1/32 Scale 

Revell® UNSC Pelican is the armored air transport with a 
distinctive twin-bubble canopy that carries troops and vehicles 
into battle against the Covenant. A fully functional rear hatch 
opens to reveal the cargo bay of this massive combat dropship, 
and wings and engines rotate as seen in Halo 5: Guardians. 
The illuminated cockpit and engine thrusters plus takeoff and 
flying sounds bring the Pelican to life, while the Master Chief 
and Linda-058 pilot figures are poised in the cockpit for their 
next assignment.

 ❚ Ages 8 + 
 ❚ 37 easy Snaptite® pieces, no glue, paint or tools required 
 ❚ Includes 2 UNSC Spartans pilots-Master Chief and Linda 058  
 ❚ Light up cockpit and engine thrusters  
 ❚ Authentic in-game battle action sounds 
 ❚ Positionable rotating wings  
 ❚ Opening rear hatch 
 ❚ Easy to apply stickers 
 ❚ 1/100 Scale 

It’s time for a whole new world of fun with 
Revell Junior Kits!

Long story short...

From the Experts:
When kids build, kids learn. With this hands-on, fun 
application of STEAM-related concepts, learning 
doesn’t have to be a chore.

NEWPRODUCT
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REVELL®

 
JUNIOR KITS™

The most fun on four wheels!
All kits:
 ❚ Easy and fun to build over and over again 

 ❚ Provide engaging, creative play that supports a STEAM education, builds 
logic, encourages problem solving, and develops real-world skills. 

 ❚ Fun adhesive stickers help kids customize their creation  

 ❚ Functioning doors and rolling rubber wheels

Features:
 ❚ 74 pieces: 39 body and 35 chassis 

 ❚ Medical bag and gurney pieces

Features:
 ❚ 64 pieces: 29 body and 35 chassis

 ❚ Functional spooling tow, warning signs, and emergency 
cones for fun play after the build 

Features:
 ❚ 56 pieces: 21 body and 35 chassis 

 ❚ Functional doors and rear engine hatch

RMXH1010

RMXH1012

RMXH1011
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1/25 MAX-D® MONSTER JAM® TRUCK
Rolling destruction!
Build your own rip-roaring Max – D® Monster Jam Truck! Comes with 53 
pieces that easily snaps together-no tools, paint or glue required.  Includes 
Authentic Monster Jam Truck sounds and accurate and precise details just 
like the real car-crushing, flip crashing Max – D® Monster Jam Truck! 

 ❚ Ages 8+
 ❚ 53 easy Snaptite® pieces, no glue, paint or tools required! 
 ❚ Authentic Monster Jam Truck sounds 
 ❚ Includes Seated Driver 
 ❚ Easy to apply stickers 
 ❚ 1/25 Scale 

85-1989
RMXS1989

© 2017 Feld Motor Sports, Inc. Monster 
Jam® and Max-D® are trademarks used 
under license by Feld Motor Sports, Inc. 
All rights reserved.
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1/24 #10® DANICA PATRICK ASPEN DENTAL 
FORD FUSION
A career of firsts
Danica was the first woman to win an IndyCar race, the first to lead the Indy 500, the first 
to win a NASCAR® pole position. These are absolutely not easy feats for anyone, and 
they’re all the more exemplary because they blaze trails for women in what is commonly 
considered a “man’s sport”. As of the 2017 season, the Stewart-Haas Racing Team and 
Danica Patrick has changed over to running Ford Fusions. Kit features seated racing 
driver figure, pre-painted black window edges, full engine, interior detail, and trunk detail.

85-4219 RMXS4219 Total Parts: 104 Skill Level: 5 Length: 8.2 in (208mm)
Width: 3.1 in (78mm)    

1/25 ‘70 DODGE CHARGER R/T
Quite the looker

Second generation Dodge Chargers were styled to be distinctively different and their 
unique look has made them popular collectors options to today. Fully restored examples 
of these classics can fetch a pretty penny at auction. Even better is the top-of-the-line 
R/T model which came standard with distinctive striping and high impact colors. Kit 
features detailed HEMI® V-8 engine, separate reverse side scoops, and Tampo printed 
Red Line tires.

85-4381 RMXS4381 Total Parts: 117 Skill Level: 5 Length: 8.3 in (210mm)
Width: 3 in (76mm)    

1/72 SEA HARRIER FRS MK.1 “FALKLANDS” (2 KITS)
Striking for the sovereign

Argentina thought they could take the Falklands from the Brits. They could. Argentina 
thought they could keep the Falklands from the Brits. They absolutely could not. A large 
portion of that inability was due to the Sea Harrier. British warships sailed the length of 
the globe and smashed the Argentine forces in the area. Sea Harriers were responsible 
for interdicting aircraft the Argentines threw into the conflict–including those carrying 
the all-important Exocet Missile. This limited edition kit combo features two Harriers 
from HMS Hermes.

02253 (Limited Edition) HSGS0253 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 76 + 76 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.6 in (192mm)  Width: 4.3 in (108mm)
    

1/24 TOYOTA CELICA TURBO 4WD 1993 SAFARI 
RALLY WINNER
Excelling in East Africa
The Safari Rally is one of the toughest rally races in the world, if not the toughest. Between 
the unpredictable weather, rough roads and 621 miles (1000 kilometers) of timed stages, 
every driver has his work cut out for him. These factors make Juha Kankkunen’s and Ian 
Duncan’s first and third-place finishes in 1993 even more impressive. This limited edition kit 
features upgraded wheels and two marking options: 1. 1993 Safari Rally Winner Car No.1, 
Driver: Juha Kankkunen and 2. 1993 Safari Rally 3rd Place Car No.3, Driver Ian Duncan.

20309 (Limited Edition) HSGS0309 Total Parts: 121 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.4 in (189 mm) Width: 3 in (75 mm)    
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1/24 MITSUBISHI LANCER EVOLUTION IV ‘97 
CATALUNYA WINNER
Unbeaten at Costa Brava
Finland’s Tommi Makinen is one of the most celebrated, distinguished drivers in World 
Rally Championship history – and for good reason. Held in Costa Brava, 1997’s Catalunya 
Rally win marked his second of four consecutive WRC victories that Makinen scored for 
Mitsubishi. By the time he retired in 2003, Makinen had 24 rally wins to his credit. Today, 
Makinen runs his own racing company, preparing the next generation of drivers and 
rally cars. This limited edition kit features one marking option: 1. 1997 Catalunya Rally 
Winner, Driver: Tommi Makinen.
20310 (Limited Edition) HSGS0310 Total Parts: 116 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7 in (180 mm) Width: 2.8 in (71 mm)    

1/24 CHARGE MAZDA 767B
Daytona dynasty

The Mazda 767B made its motorsports debut on the track of the IMSA 24 Hours of Daytona 
in 1989. By the race’s end, the 767B scored a respectable fifth-place finish, encouraging 
Mazda to test the car at other tracks. At the 24 Hours of Le Mans competition, two 767Bs 
finished in seventh and ninth places. The following year wasn’t as promising for Mazda, 
as the 767B finished in 20th place. This limited edition kit features one marking option: 
1. 24 Hours of Le Mans, 1989, Car No. 202, 9th place.

20312 (Limited Edition) HSGS0312 Total Parts: 80 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.6 in (192 mm) Width: 3.3 in (83 mm)    

1/24 BMW 320I
Active acceleration

When it was introduced in 1975, the BMW 320i instantly stood out from other cars. This 
popular luxury sedan could go from 0 to 60 mph (100 km/h) in 9.9 seconds and reach a 
top speed of 113 mph (182 km/h). The car’s impressive acceleration and top speed was 
thanks to the M10 straight-4 engine, the heart and soul of many BMW models from the 
early 1960s through the late 1980s. US models added a thermal reactor to reduce exhaust 
emissions. This limited edition kit features detailed parts.

20313 (Limited Edition) HSGS0313 Total Parts: 83 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.3 in (185.5 mm) Width: 2.8 in (70 mm)    

1/24 ADVAN COROLLA LEVIN
Untamed touring

During the 1992 Japanese Touring Car Championship, Morio Nitta and Keiichi Suzuki 
were determined to take Team Advan to the front of the finish line. While the team won 
the second round race at the Autopolis in Oita, unfortunately, their winning streak was 
short-lived. Fortunately for both drivers, their luck improved the following season, as they 
earned fifth- and sixth-place standings, respectively. This limited edition kit features 
one marking option: 1. Japan Touring Car Championship 1992, Team Advan, Car No. 25.

20314 (Limited Edition) HSGS0314 Total Parts: 59 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7 in (178 mm) Width: 2.8 in (72 mm)    

1/24 PORSCHE 944 TURBO RACING
Turbocharged for top-of-the-line performance

If your idea of fun is going 0-60 mph in 5.9 seconds, the Porsche 944 Turbo is your ride. 
Introduced in 1985, the 944 Turbo had a turbocharged engine that produced 217 hp at 
6,000 rpm. The car’s popularity resulted in the famous 944 Cup racing series. It has four 
officially recognized chapters in North America, as well as two classes: Cup for 8-valve 
engine Porsches and Super Cup for 16-valve engine Porsches. This limited edition kit 
features one marking option: 1. Porsche 944 Turbo Cup 1987, Car No. 1.

20315 (Limited Edition) HSGS0315 Total Parts: 111 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 6.9 in (176 mm) Width: 2.9 in (74 mm)    

1/200 P-8A POSEIDON “VP-5 MAD FOXES”
Sniffing for subs

VP-5 is one of the longest-standing squadrons in the US Military. It has been continuously 
active since 1937. Today, it uses the P-8A in its broad-based mission of watching 
everything on and below the waves. The P-8 not only carries the necessary sensors for 
detecting surface warships, submarines, and more, it also carries the necessary munitions 
for dealing with said threats on five internal and six external stations. This limited edition 
kit features detailed parts and decals for two ìMad Foxesî aircraft.

10822 (Limited Edition) HSGS0822 Total Parts: 82 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.8 in (197.5mm) Width: 7.5 in (190mm)    

1/72 SOC-3 SEAGULL BATTLESHIP SQUAD (2 KITS)
Superior scout

The SOC Seagull very nearly missed its date with destiny. This reliable but aging biplane 
first flew in 1934 and was due to be rotated out in favor of the SO3C Seamew. However, 
this new plane was a poor replacement and the SOC-3 stayed in service until the end of 
the war, spotting the fall of shells and scouting for enemy ships. This limited edition kit 
combo features two models–one with a float and one with wheels plus decals for birds 
aboard the Colorado and New York.

02252 (Limited Edition) HSGS2252 (2 Kits) Total Parts: 36/46 Skill Level: 3 
Length: Landplane:  6.2 in (157mm)  Seaplane:  5.3 in (135mm) 
Landplane: Width: 6.2 in (157mm)  Seaplane: 6.2 in (157mm)   

1/72 F/A-18 SUPER HORNET “VFA-27 ROYAL MACES”
Wake up and smell the freedom

For a quick peek at what VFA-27 does day-to-day, check out “Shoot em if you got em” 
on YouTube. When they’re not making viral videos, they’re mostly carrying out missions 
in the Middle East–having flown missions in both operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi 
Freedom. They transitioned to the F/A-18E Super Hornet in 2004 and the huge munitions 
capacity of that bird is fully ready to take on range targets or hostile ones. This limited 
edition kit features special 50th anniversary decal markings and detailed parts.

02254 (Limited Edition) HSGS2254 Total Parts: 118 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 10 in (255mm) Width: 7.2 in (184mm)    
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1/24 LANCIA DELTA HF INTEGRALE “EVOLUZIONE”
Ready to rally
Introduced in 1991, the Lancia Delta HF Integrale “Evoluzione” boasted four-wheel-
drive and a modified engine that produced 210 hp at 5,750 rpm. Other distinguishing 
features included grilles in the front bumper for improved engine cooling, five-bolt rally 
wheels and a redesigned hood that featured lateral air slats for superior ventilation. 
This limited edition kit features a realistic recreation of the celebrated Lancia Delta 
with detailed parts.

24009 (Limited Edition) HSGS2409 Total Parts: 79 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 6.4 in (163 mm) Width: 2.9 in (74 mm)    

1/700 JAPANESE NAVY LIGHT CRUISER TENRYU 
Battle Stations!
Tenryü was a tough Japanese light cruiser commissioned just after the First World War 
and used in WWII. She served well during the Second Sino-Japanese war then, during 
WWII, fought at Wake Island, off Guadalcanal, and extensively in the waters around New 
Guinea. She was sunk by USS Albacore off Madang. The vessels of the Tenryü class were 
new designs intended to lead destroyer flotillas. Long, thin, and fast for cruisers, they 
were lightly armed, but equipped with a triple-tube torpedo launcher. Kit features full 
hull, photo-etched parts, and full decals.

43172 (Limited Edition) HSGS3172 Total Parts: 116 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 8 in (204.5mm) Width: 0.87 in (22mm)    

1/24 TAKA-Q TOYOTA 88C
The powerful prototype

Designed by Hiro Fujimori, the Toyota 88C first appeared at the 1988 All Japan Sports 
Prototype Championship. During its debut, the 88C scored a pair of top-five placements, 
showing enough promise to enter that year’s 24 Hours of Le Mans Race. Two 88Cs 
participated, each equipped with a powerful Toyota 3S-GTM 2100 cc turbocharged 
inline-4 mid-mounted engine that produced 600 hp. The 88C made one more Le Mans 
appearance in 1989, followed by a fourth-place finish at the Dijon-Prenois race. This 
limited edition kit features detailed parts and decals.

20237 (Limited Edition) HSGS3237 Total Parts: 82 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 7.8 in (199 mm) Width: 3.2 in (82.5 mm)    

1/35 PKA AUSF G GUSTAV MASCHINEN 
KRIEGER (2 KITS)
Fighters of an eternal war

Long after the fires of WWIV burned out the planet, the heavy boots of war still stir the 
ashes. The power-armored legions of the Strahl Demokratische Republik stride across the 
land, enforcing order with servo-assisted fists. Against them are arrayed the mercenaries 
and defectors of the IMA, fighting for their homes and their freedom. The future knows 
only war and only the dead have seen the end of it. Kit features two power-armored 
warriors of the SDR with optional decals, different weapons, and fully detailed parts.

64102 HSGS4102 Total Parts: 67 x 2 Skill Level: 3 Length: 2.4 in (61mm) 
Width: 1.5 in (38mm)
    

1/35 PKA AUSF M MELUSINE MASCHINEN KRIEGER (2)
Stand for Order! Join the FOREIGN LEGION!
We, the Strahl Demokratische Republik, need YOU! The Earth needs YOU! The good 
settlers of the Earth colonies need YOU! To stop the IMA, we need YOU! To provide 
order, we need YOU! To provide security, we need YOU! Power armor we have. Vehicles 
we have. Weapons and ordnance we have. WE NEED YOU! Sign up at the nearest SDR 
recruiter. See the galaxy. Earn money for college. Make your planet proud! Kit features 
two power-armored warriors of the SDR with optional decals, different weapons, and 
fully detailed parts.

64103 HSGS4103 Total Parts: 49 x 2 Skill Level: 3 Length: 2.6 in (67mm)
Width: 1.5 in (38mm)   

1/72 X-29 “SHIN KAZAMA” AREA-88
Arslanís finest ace

Kaoru Shintani’s action-packed manga, Area-88, debuted in 1979. It was an instant hit, 
exciting readers with the exploits of Shin Kazama–a mercenary fighter pilot stationed at 
a top-secret air base called Area-88. X-29s are absolutely perfect for the intense action 
Shin Kazama gets into. The series, which was praised for its white-knuckle dogfighting 
action, inspired multiple animated films and a television series. This limited edition kit 
features decals for Kazamaís aircraft in the Kingdom of Arslan Air Force.

64753 (Limited Edition) HSGS4753 Total Parts: 36 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 8.1 in (205mm) Width: 4.5 in (115mm)
    

1/72 E-2C HAWKEYE 2000 “VAW-115 SAYONARA”
Standing sentry since the sixties

Crews from VAW-115 have flown the Hawkeye, in one version or another, since the 
Vietnam War. The long-ranged radar of this turboprop aircraft allows command and 
control of forces over broad swathes of ocean as well as detection well beyond the range 
of ship-based radar. Continuous improvements have seen the Hawkeye on carrier decks 
for longer than any other aircraft in the US inventory. This limited edition kit features 
detailed parts and a special “Sayonara Atsugi” decal.

52163 (Limited Edition) HSGS5263 Total Parts: 174 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 9.6 in (244.5mm) Width: 13.4 in (341mm)
    

1/72 F-2A “ACE COMBAT KEI NAGASE”
Warring for peace

Kei Nagase is a study in contrasts–a ferocious fighter and a pacifist, a dynamic pilot and 
a contemplative soul. Don’t let those contrasts fool you, though. Kei is as tough as they 
come. Her vehicle of choice, here, is the Mitsubishi F-2A. A derivative of the F-16 Fighting 
Falcon, the F-2A is as agile as it is lethal. Plus, much like Kei herself, the F-2 is always 
on the hunt. It’s equipped with an active electronically-scanned array radar that probes 
the cloud for enemies. This limited edition kit features Ace Combat Infinity and Assault 
Horizon decals for pilot Kei Nagase.

52164 (Limited Edition) HSGS5264 Total Parts: 128 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 8.2 in (209mm) Width: 6.1 in (156mm)
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1/48 NAKAJIMA C6N1-S NIGHT FIGHTER 
SAIUN (MYRT)
Fast and lethal
Originally developed as a reconnaissance plane, the “Myrt” rapidly found that there 
was no need for recon. Developed for carrier flights, but there were no carriers left. So, 
instead, the type was used from land bases and certain types were loaded with cannons 
and used as night fighters. Limited edition kit features metal 20mm gun parts and two 
sets of decals for the IJN 302nd fighter group, June, 1945.

07458 (Limited Edition) HSGS7458 Total Parts: 119 Skill Level: 3 
Length: 9.1 in (232mm) Width: 10.2 in (260mm)
    

1/24 SCANIA 142M FLAT BED TRUCK AND TRAILER
Keep on truckin’

Everything starts in one place and winds up in another. If youíre lucky, in the middle 
there, somewhere, you’ll find a Scania truck. These masterpieces of the road are more 
common in Europe than the states, but the quality of this Volkswagen-subsidiary truck 
manufacturer is undeniable wherever its products roam. Kit features detailed plastic 
parts, rubber tires, and full decals.

0770S ITAS0770 Total Parts: 362 Skill Level: 4 Length: 24.4 in (621mm)
    

1/72 C-27J SPARTAN
Hercules’ little brother

Through no fault of its own, the C-27J Spartan has experienced quite a lot of turbulence 
in its introduction. It’s essentially a smaller, two-prop version of the C-130 intended to 
transport troops and cargo into hotter, less prepared combat zones. Then money stepped 
in. Or, rather, the lack of it. Budget cuts saw Spartans being sent directly from production 
lines to the Boneyard at Davis Monthan. Fortunately, the US Coast Guard and small air 
forces in many countries have taken on these worthy aircraft. Kit features detailed parts 
and three sets of decals.

1402S ITAS1402 Total Parts: 157 Skill Level: 3 Length: 12.4 in (315mm) 
Width: 15.7 in (398mm)
    

1/48 F-104G STARFIGHTER SPECIAL COLORS
Literally the last Starfighters

The first Starfighters were introduced in the late 1950s by Lockheed and they were an 
incredible advance in aerospace tech. Sadly, they also had a high rate of accidents. Italy 
modified the type several times and continued flying it until 2004–long after the rest of 
the world had ceased operations. Kit features decals for two versions and detailed parts.

2777S ITAS2777 Total Parts: 147 Skill Level: 3 Length: 13.7 in (347mm)
Width: 5.2 in (133mm)    

1/9 NORTON COMMANDO PR 750CC
Shaken and stirred

The Norton Commando was a standout café racer-style motorcycle from its introduction in 
the mid-sixties to well into the seventies. It won the Motor Cycle News “Machine of the 
Year” award an astonishing five years in a row. Of course, it did have its problems. The 
twin-cylinder engine, for instance, vibrated like a cement mixer and had to be separated 
from the frame by rubber gaskets to avoid shaking riders off the seat. Nevertheless, it was 
beloved. Kit features parts made in upgraded molds, some clear parts, and full decals.

4640S ITAS4640 Total Parts: 180 Skill Level: 4 Length: 9.7 in (246mm)
    

1/72 EL ALAMEIN BATTLE RAILWAY STATION DIORAMA
Monty’s big push

At El Alamein, the British finally first stopped (in the first battle of El Alamein) and then 
reversed the gains of the famed “Afrika Korps”. With a near 2 to 1 advantage in men, 
machines, and materiel, then-general Bernard Montgomery ground down and peeled back 
German-Italian defenses with deadly assaults over two weeks. Neither side wanted to 
give an inch, but, in the end, the British took miles. Kit features a railway station with 
water tank and tracks plus 100 British and German figures, a Panzer IV, a Sherman, an 
Italian heavy gun, and a Morris Quad Tractor with 25 pounder gun.

6181S ITAS6181 Total Parts: 417 plastic 22 MDF Skill Level: 3
    

1/35 M32 RECOVERY VEHICLE
Need a lift?

When a tank slips a track, gets hit, bogs down in the mud, or experiences any of the 
other host of difficulties war machines experience... what do you do? In the case of the 
M4 Sherman, suddenly that tank is a 60-90,000 pound roadblock. That’s where the M32 
and M32B1 come in. These modified Sherman tank chassis were equipped with a 60,000 
lb-capable winch and an 18-foot jib for hauling out the heaviest vehicles. Plus, an 81mm 
mortar and 50-cal machine gun gave the crew some self-defense capability if Germans 
were about. Kit features three sets of decals and new style tracks.

6547S ITAS6547 Total Parts: 276 Skill Level: 3 Length: 6.6 in (167mm)
    

1/72 MAGACH 6
Armored fist of Israel

In 1973, on Yom Kipput, Egypt, Syria, and various attached forces from other Arabic states 
once more attempted to extinguish Israel. Israel proved, once more, that it had no interest 
in letting itself be extinguished. The Magach 6 helped stop Egyptian forces and then push 
back to within 100 kilometers of Cairo. However, with numerous Russian-supplied anti-
tank missiles on the Arab side, Israeli tank forces suffered badly. After nineteen days, the 
war ended with little changed. Kit features decals for two tanks from the Yom Kippur War.

7073S ITAS7073 Total Parts: 156 Skill Level: 3 Length: 5.2 in (131mm)
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AMT 1/750 Star Trek Deep Space 9 Cardassian
Galor Class
Keeping up with the Cardassians

Academy® 1/35 T-34/79 No.183 Factory Production
The hammer and the sickle

AMT 1/750 Star Trek Deep Space Nine Cardassian Decal
Cardassians: all about their looks

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Unicorn Gundam First-Run 
Limited Edition Package
One of a kind

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Blue Destiny Unit 1 Exam MS HG
This will be on the Exam

Featured in both Star Trek: The Next generation and Deep Space Nine, the Galor-class was 
the workhorse of the Cardassian Union through three wars. These vessels were armed 
with numerous spiral wave disruptors and one heavy disruptor cannon and equipped with 
engines capable of warp factor 9.6. Kit features logo and window decals along with a 
base featuring a metal support tube and pictorial assembly instructions.

It’s so bloody cold, even with the heat from the engine the air is thick with vapor from 
every breath. Out there, somewhere, are the Romanian devils, dutifully guarding the 
German flank at Stalingrad like faithful doggies. Somewhere. The blizzard coming down is 
clogging the ports, covering the gunsights. But they’re out there. The main gun is loaded, 
machine guns are locked and loaded, and a hundred T-34s, in line, race forward as the 
spear tip to gouge the lines and allow the one million men behind them to pour through.

Add a little dark color to make the crevices look deeper, a little light color to accentuate 
the big bumps. A few well-placed adornments to make things pop. Pretty soon, your 
Cardassian Ship Kit (AMTS1028, sold separately) will look just like the original model 
used for the show! Kit features decal set for adding detail to your DS9 Galor-Class 
Cardassian Ship model.

Literally as quick as thought, the psycommu frame on the Gundam Unicorn taps into the 
pilot’s mind to take actions before control inputs are applied. It’s one of the few ways that 
“newtypes” can be destroyed by non-newtypes. It’s also extremely draining on pilots as 
the human mind isn’t intended to control the weapons systems of a towering mechanized 
killing machine. Kit features beam magnum, shield, two beam sabers, hyper bazooka, 
stickers, full instructions. Available as a standard-run model (BANS6741) or with limited 
edition first-run packaging (BANS0714).

Haunted by the soul of Newtype Marion Whelch, the EXAM system enables “Oldtype” 
pilots to use “Newtype” abilities for a short amount of time, but at what cost? Whelch, a 
pacifist at heart, has tried to help end the war and instead became embedded in the inner 
workings of numerous war machines. Yuu is the one of only two pilots capable of using 
the EXAM system without going stark raving, but he uses it to incredibly devastating 
effect. Kit features two head designs with EXAM system options for both plus 100mm 
machine gun, short shield, twin beam swords, full instructions, and stickers.

AMT1028/12 AMTS1028 Skill Level: 2 Length: 16.5 in (419mm)
    

13505 ACYS3505
    

MKA020/12 AMTS0020
    

220714/226741 BANS0714/6741 Total Parts: 10 runners Height: 5 in (127mm) 
    

216740 BANS6740 Total Parts: 9 runners Height: 5 in (127mm) 
    

AMT 1/25 ‘83 Chevy Camaro Z28® 50th Anniversary
Fire it up!
For fifty years, the Chevy Camaro has been blazing down the highways of the world. For 
most of that history, the Z28 model has been available for those that want a Camaro with 
just a little more muscle. This kit is a celebration of that history, fully loaded with the 
detail discerning modelers demand and ready to take pride of place in your display case. 
Kit features opening hood, separate exhaust system, two wheel options, super-detailed 
engine, chassis, and interior, authentic factory stripe detail graphics, and more.

AMT1051/12 AMTS1051  Skill Level: 2
    

AMT 1/25 American LaFrance Pumper Fire Truck
Where’s the fire?
When things get hot, you absolutely want a truck that keeps its cool on your side. The 
American LaFrance is an iconic rig that’s been hauling firefighters to hot spots for decades. 
Sadly, this historic corporation which had been in operation since 1873 closed its doors in 
2014. However, that makes this classic kit all the more enjoyable! Kit features flexible 
soft vinyl hoses, red and amber flasher lenses, vintage assembly manual, full decals and 
Retro Deluxe™ packaging.

AMT1053/12 AMTS1053 Total Parts: 300+ Skill Level: 3
    

AMT 1/25 Customizing Boat 3 ‘in 1
Build it your way
Waft leisurely on the waves with a classic runabout. Speed down the waves with a 
customized speedboat. Crash through the waves with a sea going dragster. Three choices 
of builds from one kit and the ultimate nostalgia of the golden era of wooden boat 
building. Kit features a wide range of decals and the three build options plus a towing 
trailer for your craft.

AMT1056/12 AMTS1056  Skill Level: 2 Length: 8 in (203mm)
    

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Efreet Schneid Unicorn Gundam HG
Close in and kill
A kunai is a deceptively simple looking weapon, but it’s exceptionally deadly. You can 
throw, stab, and slash with it and its clean wedge shape makes it perfect for piercing armor. 
Up-size that to the scale of a towering Gundam, heat it with a reactor, and throw it with 
the gargantuan power of electric servos, and it’s not hard to see why it’s a weapon to be 
reckoned with. Fred Reber pilots the suit in Gundam Unicorn and he’s got no compunctions 
about getting in real close. Kit features 14 removable “heat darts”, movable mono eye, 
giant bazooka, and full instructions.

216738 BANS6738 Total Parts: 9 runners Height: 5 in (127mm)   
 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gundam Astaroth
Rinascimento IBO HG
Rebuilt, repaired, and ready to shred.
Rebuilt from pieces of other Gundams, this new Astaroth is a true “Rinascimento” or 
Renaissance. Argi Mirage is its pilot in Gundam Iron Blooded Orphans and, partially 
thanks to the neural connection in his bionic arm, he wields it with exceptional skill and 
ferocity. A mercenary, but with a conscience, Mirage is one of the many exceptionally 
three dimensional characters in the series. Kit features demolition knife, rifle, 2 knives, 
“bastard chopper”, full instructions, and decals.

216739 BANS6739 Total Parts: 8 runners Height: 5 in (127mm)   
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219549   BANS9549

219550  BANS9550

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Build Fighters HG Models
Three legends of the battlefield!
Gundam Build Fighters steps out of the general trend of the Gundam Franchise to depict 
Gundams battling in a fictional world. The universe is at peace and Gundams are for 
entertainment. They’re still really cool! 1/144 Ninpulse Gundam (BANS9543)–a ninja-like 
gundam from the series, 1/144 Ninpulse Beams (BANS9544)–beam effect parts for the 
Ninpulse, and 1/144 Chinagguy (BANS9545)–which is, basically, a girl in a bear suit–all 
available from the Gundam Build Fighters lineup.

219543/4/5 BANS9543/4/5  Total Parts: 11 Runners (9543), 2 
Runners (9544), 7 Runners (9545)  Height: 5 in (127mm)
    

Bandai Gundam Hamma-Hamma ZZ Gundam RE/100
It”s Hamma-Hamma time!

Bandai Gundam 1/100 ZZ Gundam Ver.Ka ZZ Gundam 
Bandai M
Convert and conquer

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Zaku II Type C/Type C-5
The Origin
Armored and ready for anything

Bandai Gundam Burst Effect Bandai Figure-Rise Effect
BOOM!

Bandai Gundam Ground Effect Bandai Figure-Rise Effect
POW!

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Gundam Build Extr A Battle 
BF BAN H
Bring a little Extra to the table. 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 GM/GM Build Fighters Bandai HG
Ready for a fight 

Wacky extending arms with tri-barreled laser cannons in the hands and tipped with razor 
sharp claws make for one of the strangest and most devastating weapons systems in the 
Gundam franchise. Plus, the unit can be equipped with a shield with yet more weapons 
systems and it”s incredibly maneuverable. It also uses a Quasi-Psycommu System to try 
and keep up with “New Types”. Kit features shield with mega-particle gun, two beam 
sabers, space eye, flexible arm, and full decals.

The incredibly morph-able ZZ Gundam is a powerhouse of devastation. Bristling weaponry, 
full flight capability, and full array sensors deliver the ultimate package of detect, pursue, 
destroy. Pick up the box, and you can almost hear the pressure hulls exploding. Made 
by master mecha designer Hajime Katoki, this is the perfect unit to celebrate the 30th 
anniversary of “ZZ Gundam!” Kit features transformable Gundam, mechanical detailing 
for dynamic poses, two core fighters, multi-tube missile launchers, double beam rifle, twin 
hyper beam sabers, interchangeable hand parts, decals, foil stickers, and full instructions.

Amongst the very first mobile suits in the Gundam Universe, the Zaku II is incredibly 
versatile. Its range of armament options are huge and it makes a hash of tanks, infantry, 
aircraft, and more. The Principality of Zeon fields Zakus as the backbone of their conflict 
against the Earth Federation during the One Year War. They also frequently crop up 
throughout the Universal Century timeline in one fashion or another. Kit features 
alternate chests for C and C-5 versions, MS machine gun, magazine belt, two heat hawks, 
MS bazooka, ASR-78 rifle, stickers, and full instructions.

With tons of weaponry larger than the average tank firing ammunition on automatic 
or laser pulses, things are going to explode. This Burst Effect set allows you to set up 
the appearance of those explosions without the generally accompanying devastation, 
destruction, and/or death. Pairs well with Figure-rise Standard Dragon Ball series model 
kits and any 1/144 Gundam kit. Kit features action base, joint parts, two small prop 
parts, two large prop parts, pedestal joint, three molding parts, and full instructions.

Huge robotic constructs slamming the ground or otherworldly entities powering up for one 
last shot at their enemy, or any number of spectacular effects from the anime world could 
require some destructive scenery. Set your scene with this set! Pairs well with Figure-rise 
Standard Dragon Ball series model kits and any 1/144 Gundam kit. Kit features action 
base, joint parts, two small prop parts, two large prop parts, pedestal joint, three molding 
parts, and full instructions.

With a fully functioning shield to stop incoming projectiles and a machine rifle to spit them 
back, this Gundam has offense and defense covered, but it’s so much more than that! It’s 
a supremely poseable work of art you can snap together, display, bring to work, and 
incorporate into your collection. Need some awesome? Don’t worry, you’ve got Extra. Kit 
features beam rifle with moving barrel, shield which can be split and forearm-mounted, 
two beam sabers, four pairs of hand parts, stickers, and full instructions.

The GM is making its debut to the HGBF series! The GM/GM’s chest is highly mobile and 
this kit comes with 3 different head parts you can use to display to your liking. The 3 mm 
joints around the model make it possible to combine with the GMGM weapons HGBC 
kit that is being released at the same time! Kit features: beam spray gun, shield, 2x 
beam sabers, and 3 head parts. Runner x7. Sticker sheet x1. Instruction manual x1. –Full 
weapons set (BANS9550) also available! Pack more punch!

217614 BANS7614 Total Parts: 19 runners Height: 7 in (178mm) 
    

216744 BANS6744 Total Parts: 17 runners Height: 7 in (178mm) 
    

216745 BANS6745 Total Parts: 12 runners Height: 5 in (127mm)  
  

217617 BANS7617 Total Parts: 23   

217618 BANS7618 Total Parts: 26   

219547 BANS9547 Total Parts: 7 runners Height: 5 in (127mm) 
 

219549/50 BANS9549/50 Total Parts: 7 runners (9549), 2 runners (9550) 
Height: 5 in (127mm) 

Bandai Gundam 1/144 Hyper Gyanko Build Fighters 
BAN HG
One deadly dame
Gyanko, from Gundam Build Fighters, is suited up and ready for battle. With a devastating 
array of missile shields and a beam saber, to boot, Gyanko is ready for anything! Many 
pieces use special material for extra pose-ability, even the shield and arm are flexible. 
Plus, plenty of build options and lots of expression options let you customize this kit to 
a great degree. Kit features two shields, two beam sabers, display base, stickers, and 
full instructions.
219548 BANS9548 Total Parts: 11 Runners  5 in (127mm) 
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Woodland Scenics® Grillin’ & Chillin’ Trailers
Downhome style

 ❚ Available in O, N, and HO scales
 ❚ Built, painted, and ready
 ❚ Two LED lights compatible with Just Plug® lighting system
 ❚ Detailed, homey, move-in ready!

BR4950/5060/5861  WOOU4950/5060/5861
Grillin’ & Chillin’ Trailers

Dragon Models 1/48 He 162D Volksjager WWII Jet Fighter
Last ditch effort
With the war rapidly coming to its conclusion, the Luftwaffe decided they needed a fighter 
that was fast to produce, technically superior, and easy to fly. They wanted to put Hitler 
Youth pilots who had barely completed glider training behind the controls of cutting-edge 
jet fighters made out of wood. It was crazy... and it very nearly worked. Luckily, it was the 
last year of the war before these went on duty. Kit features newly tooled swept wings, 
detailed engines, photo-etched parts, and full decals.

5552 DMLS5552 

Dragon Models 1/48 Me262A-1A Jabo
Just too fast

Lindberg Models Jolly Roger Series: Hex Marks the Spot
Black sails and blacker hearts

The first and heaviest armed of WWII jet aircraft, the Me 262 was a true terror of the 
skies. It was simply faster than anything the Allies had to offer. In fact, it was so fast 
that pilots had trouble lining up the short-ranged 30mm cannons in the few seconds they 
had before overtaking targets. When those four pounding cannons did hit, however, their 
explosive-packed shells simply shredding targets. Roughly four hits could down extremely 
tough heavy bombers and a single hit would blot a fighter out of the sky.

A cold wind creeps across the wrecked deck of the pirate ship as it wallows in the 
shallows. The tattered sail grips a fallen mast and the stove-in timbers groan beneath the 
unlimbered guns. A grim cadaver stands at the helm, his skeletal grin stretched tight in a 
vicious mockery of life. Fear grips your blackened soul, but there be the chest and there 
be the map. Ye’ve only to reach for either and there be riches, plunder, rum and women. 
Yer tremblin hand stretches for the map and it’s all over in a flash. Gullied for sure. Kit 
features scenic diorama with skeleton-popping action and tons of cool accessories. 

5507 DMLS5507
    

HL224/12 LNDS0224
    

Dragon Models 1/35 1/4-Ton 4x4 Ambulance Truck 
with Six GI Figures
Far from home
The medic’s teeth rattle in his head. Every rut, every bump jars through the suspension 
and shakes the GI on the stretcher like a rag doll. It’s all the medic can do to hold the 
boy’s blood-soaked hand and the IV at the same time, but he won’t let go. The trees are 
exploding. Aircraft scream overhead. The medic can’t look up, just down at red spreading 
across too many bandages. The truck slews hard right and comes to a halt. The field 
hospital is packed. They pull the stretcher off the back. The orderly touches the boy’s neck 
lightly. Pauses. Looks at the medic. His head shakes. The truck heads back for another. 
The medic looks at his empty hands.
6832 DMLS6832
    

Moebius 1/50 2001: A Space Odyssey Moon Bus
Hello Dave

Tamiya 1/35 German Assault Tank IV Brummbar Late Prod.
Big, booming Brummbär

Love it or hate it, 2001: A Space Odyssey has made an indelible mark on cinema history. 
And, while we’re far, far from taking a mission to Jupiter, it has made an impact on 
science and tech  ology as well. The Moon Bus schlepps across the surface of the moon, 
carrying personnel across the barren surface to research stations. Build yours and save a 
piece of nostalgia today.

The Brummbär is a 15cm howitzer-toting assault tank (Sturmpanzer). It was built on the 
reliable and versatile Pz.Kpfw. IV chassis. It was ordered by Hitler himself, and produced 
in various incarnations from April 1943 to March 1945. The most numerous was the late 
production variant depicted by this model. It used the Pz.Kpfw. IV Ausf.J chassis and had a 
simplified boxy fighting compartment with an extrusion on the top-left to house a machine 
gun. In a losing battle, its dedicated Assault Tank Battalions fought in Hungary and the 
former Czechoslovakia.

2001-1 MOES2001
    

35353 TAMS5353
    

n

Moebius 1/8 Creature From The Black Lagoon
Mostly misunderstood

He’s not evil, he just wants to be loved! Well, and eat people. And drag screaming movie 
heroines to a secluded grotto. Oh, and he traps people in a lagoon of death. Okay, so maybe 
he is evil, but he’s also one of the iconic fifties movie monsters that put the horror genre on 
the map. Buy him, build him, love him, hate him... just don’t go swimming with him.

971 MOES0971
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